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Abstract

We developed a graph-based method to solve the multi-objective optimization problem of mini-

mizing or maximizing subsets of N bounded variables under partial order constraints. This prob-

lem, motivated by the optimization of the response of multi-input monotone systems applied to

biological gene networks, can find applications in other contexts such as task scheduling. We intro-

duce a mapping between coloured graphs (Hasse diagrams) and polytopes associated with an ideal

point, and find an exact closed-form description of the Pareto optimal set using a dynamic program

based on edge contractions. The proof of the algorithm is based on decomposition properties of

Pareto optimal sets that follow from elementary set operations, notably a maximality property

valid for compact ensembles. In the general case, the Pareto front is found in O(N.NP ) steps,

where N is the number of variables and NP the number of faces of the Pareto front. Using a pa-

rameterized complexity approach, the computation and the representation of the solution reaches

O(N) for series-parallel graphs when the size of monochromatic connected components is bounded.
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INTRODUCTION

Pareto optimality is a natural extension of the concept of maximum to multi-objective

optimization problems. A solution is part of the Pareto optimal set, or Pareto front, if

it is impossible to improve one objective without worsening another. Instead of imposing

an arbitrary aggregation of the different objectives into a single scalar function, Pareto

optimality keeps track of all potentially interesting solutions in the presence of trade-offs.

The Pareto approach, originally introduced in economics [13, 18], has shown to be useful

in many engineering applications [7, 8, 20], decision-making analysis [19], more recently in

biology [14, 15].

Here we apply the Pareto approach to the optimization of the response of multi-input

monotone systems, which are widely used to describe input-output systems in control theory

[2]. Consider a system which processes a multi-input vector I ∈ Rk into a single output

O = f(I) ∈ R, each coordinate of f being monotone. Consider now a list of such input

vectors I1, ..., IN . The natural order on R induces a partial order between the elements

Ii ∈ Rk, which in turn, due to the monotonicity of f , induces partial order constraints

between the values O1, ..., ON . These constraints limit the space accessible to the vector

(O1, ..., ON). We then introduce an optimization problem: certain values of Oi have to be

maximized while other have to be minimized. The question is to know how far the function

f can be optimized to fullfill this multi-objective problem, while keeping its monotonicity

properties unaffected.

This problem can be formulated beyond the framework of monotone systems, as f and

the Ii can be essentially seen as a source of partial order constraints. The most general

formulation of our problem is then to start directly from partial order constraints between

bounded valuesO1, ..., ON , with either a minimization or a maximization objective associated

to each of the Oi, and search for the Pareto optimal solutions of this problem. Geometrically,

setting the bounded Oi between 0 and 1, the space compatible with the constraints is a

convex polytope in the hypercube [0, 1]N , and we look for the Pareto front of this polytope

given an ideal point located on a corner of the hypercube.

The monotone systems formalism applies in particular to the evolution of gene regulatory

networks in biology, which is the initial motivation of the present authors [17]. In this

context: each Ii represents a combination of environmental signals; f is the signal processing
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performed by the gene regulatory network, where mutations impact the strength of the

interactions but not their sign [12]; the Oj are the output of the network (ex: the expression

of a specific gene), which can be either beneficial or detrimental, setting selective pressure

toward respectively either maximization or minimization.

The broader formulation of the problem can find applications in fields more specific to

operations research, such as task scheduling: some tasks have to be realized in a certain

temporal order relative to each other due to design constraints (e.g. the assembly of the

different parts of a car) [11], with some having to be realized as soon as possible and others as

late as possible due to externalities (e.g. stock management, supply constraints, or processing

unit occupancy).

In section 2, we demonstrate general properties of Pareto sets in relation with set op-

erations, introduce the concept of Pareto self-dominance. We demonstrate a number of

properties to break multi-objective optimization problems into simpler sub-problems, useful

for our later demonstration, notably a maximality property valid for compact set (Propo-

sition 3). In section 3, we provide a graph formulation of our multi-objective optimization

under partial order constraints problem, using a Hasse diagram [16], which we colour ac-

cording to optimization objectives. We then describe and prove a dynamic programming

algorithm based on successive edge contractions with appropriate vertex colouring rules. In

section 4 we discuss the complexity of our algorithm as a function of the number of variables

N and to the complexity of the Pareto front NP . We propose an improved version of the

algorithm in O(N.NP ). We finally discuss how a parameterized complexity approach [1] can

provide a combinatorial description of the Pareto front, with a complexity of O(N) in the

case of series-parallel partial orders with monochromatic connected components of bounded

size.

DEFINITIONS AND SOME PROPERTIES OF PARETO OPTIMALITY

We consider a partially ordered set (Ω,�) and define the corresponding strict order

x � y ⇐⇒ (x � y and x 6= y). For x ∈ Ω, we denote the upper contour set and the

strictly upper contour set respectively by �(x) = {y ∈ Ω such that y � x} and �(x) =

{y ∈ Ω such that y � x} .

The (strong) Pareto optimal set of X ⊆ Ω, denoted by Par(X), contains the elements of
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X which are not stricly dominated by another element of X:

Par(X) = {x ∈ X such that �(x) ∩X = ∅} . (1)

Equivalently we have

∀x ∈ X, x ∈ Par(X) ⇐⇒ ∀y ∈ X, y � x ⇒ y = x. (2)

The following propositions on Pareto optimal sets will be of use in the proof of our

algorithm in Section .

Proposition 1 Let A and B be subseteqs of RN . Then Par(A) ∩B ⊆ Par(A ∩B).

Proof: Consider x ∈ Par(A) ∩B.

�(x) ∩ (A ∩B) ⊆ �(x) ∩ A = ∅ because x ∈ Par(A).

As x ∈ A ∩B, by definition of Pareto optimality x ∈ Par(A ∩B).

Proposition 2 Consider A1, ..., AI ⊆ Ω. Par
(⋃I

i=1Ai

)
⊆
⋃I

i=1 Par(Ai).

Proof: Consider x ∈ Par
(⋃I

i=1Ai

)
. We have

∅ = �(x) ∩
I⋃

i=1

Ai =
I⋃

i=1

�(x) ∩ Ai

This implies ∀i, �(x)∩Ai = ∅. Given that x ∈
⋃I

i=1Ai, ∃i0 such that x ∈ Ai0 . Considering

that in particular �(x) ∩ Ai0 = ∅, we have x ∈ Par(Ai0) ⊆
⋃I

i=1 Par(Ai).

Definition 1 We say that a set A ⊆ Ω is self-dominated if ∀x ∈ A, ∃y ∈ Par(A) such that

y � x.

We will now prove a generalization of the following property of the maximum in R to

Pareto optimality in RN : take two closed segments A and B in R, such that A ⊆ B and

max(A) ≥ max(B). This imposes max(A) = max(B).

Proposition 3 (maximality property for self-dominated sets) Consider A,B ⊆

RN , B self-dominated. If A ⊆ B and Par(B) ⊆ Par(A) then Par(A) = Par(B).
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Proof: We only need to show Par(A) ⊆ Par(B). For that consider x ∈ Par(A). x ∈

A ⊆ B by hypothesis. By Definition 1,

∃y ∈ Par(B) such that y � x

As Par(B) ⊆ Par(A), in particular y ∈ Par(A) ⊆ A. By relation (2), x = y ∈ Par(B).

Proposition 4 Consider A ⊆ Ω self-dominated. Suppose x ∈ B is a necessary condition

for x ∈ Par(A), then Par(A) = Par(A ∩B).

Proof: The hypothesis Par(A) ⊆ B implies Par(A) ⊆ Par(A) ∩ B ⊆ Par(A ∩ B) by

Proposition 1. The result comes from Proposition 3 replacing A and B by respectively A∩B

and A.

Proposition 5 Consider X ⊆ Ω self-dominated. Suppose there exist A1, ..., AI ⊆ X such

that Par(X) = Par(
⋃I

i=1Ai). Then Par(X) = Par
(⋃I

i=1 Par(Ai)
)
.

Proof: We just need to apply Proposition 3 to A = X and B =
⋃I

i=1 Par(Ai), the initial

inclusion hypothesis being given by Proposition 2.

Remark– Proposition 5 is in particular true when X =
⋃I

i=1Ai and indicates that

Par(
⋃I

i=1Ai) = Par
(⋃I

i=1 Par(Ai)
)
.

Proposition 6 Suppose that in addition to the hypotheses of Proposition 5, A1 is self-

dominated and verifies ∃B1, ..., BJ ⊆ A1 such that Par(A1) = Par(
⋃J

j=1Bj). We then

have

Par(X) = Par

[
J⋃

j=1

Par(Bj) ∪
I⋃

i=2

Par(Ai)

]
.

Proof: Applying successively Proposition 5 to A1 instead of X, the remark of Proposition

5 in the backward direction, then in the forward direction and finally using the fact that
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Par(Par(Y )) = Par(Y ) for any set Y ⊆ Ω,

Par(X) = Par

[
I⋃

i=1

Par(Ai)

]

= Par

[
Par

(
J⋃

j=1

Par(Bj)

)
∪

I⋃
i=2

Par(Ai)

]

= Par

[
J⋃

j=1

Par(Bj) ∪
I⋃

i=2

Ai

]

= Par

[
J⋃

j=1

Par(Par(Bj)) ∪
I⋃

i=2

Par(Ai)

]

= Par

[
J⋃

j=1

Par(Bj) ∪
I⋃

i=2

Par(Ai)

]
Finally, we note that if A is a closed, non-empty subseteq of RN which has an upper

bound in the sense of the Pareto order (i.e. ∃xM ∈ RN such that ∀x ∈ A, xM � x), then

Par(A) 6= ∅ [4]. As a consequence A is self-dominated, as we show below.

Proposition 7 When A ⊆ RN closed, non-empty and Pareto bounded from above then A

is self-dominated.

Proof: Consider x ∈ A. � (x)∩A is closed, non-empty and Pareto bounded from above.

Thus Par (� (x) ∩ A) 6= ∅ and we can consider y ∈ Par (� (x) ∩ A) , so that y � x and

y ∈ A. Now, as � (y) ⊆� (x)

� (y) ∩ A = (� (y)∩ � (x)) ∩ A =� (y) ∩ (� (x) ∩ A) = ∅

which proves y ∈ Par (A) .

Proposition 7 ensures that we can use Propositions 1, 2, 3 and 4 for the proof of the

algorithm in the context of [0, 1]N presented in the next part. Propositions 5 and 6 will

not be used for the demonstration of our specific algorithm, but to discuss the complexity

of more naive algorithms in section . Indeed, they can be used generally in multi-objective

optimization problems for reducing the Pareto set search into sub-problems. Proposition 5

indicates that the Pareto front can be found by taking the Pareto front of the assembled

Pareto fronts of any decomposition of the search space. Proposition 6 extends this result to

any finite number of recursive splittings of the search space, and shows that it is necessary

to search only one time the Pareto set of the assembled Pareto sets of the terminal sub-

problems.
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PARETO OPTIMIZATION UNDER PARTIAL ORDER CONSTRAINTS

Formulation of the problem and preliminary definitions

Pareto order — We consider N bounded variables (x1, ..., xN) ∈ Ω = [0, 1]N and intro-

duce for convenience the notation x0 = 0 and xN+1 = 1. Our multi-objective optimization

consist of minimizing some of the variables and maximizing all the others. Formally, we

have a partition {N+,N−} of the index set N = {1, 2, . . . , N}. We define a Pareto order-

ing � on RN with the signature {N+,N−} as follows: if x = (x1, x2, . . . , xN) ∈ RNand

y = (y1, y2, . . . , yN) ∈ RN then

x � y ⇐⇒ ∀i ∈ N+ : xi ≥ yi and ∀j ∈ N− : xj ≤ yj, (3)

i.e. for the variables in the ascending set {xi|i ∈ N+} “larger is better”, while for those

in the descending set {xj|j ∈ N−} “smaller is better”. In other terms, the ideal point has

coordinates 0 for indexes in N− and 1 for indexes in N+. We define the corresponding (weak)

strict Pareto order through x � y ⇐⇒ x � y ∧ x 6= y. Partial order constraints correspond

to a set of (weak) inequalities of the type xi ≥ xj between coordinates of x ∈ Ω.

Vertex colouring — We introduce a graph stucture which vertices VI are associated with

a group of variables {xi}i∈I , I ⊆ {0, ..., N +1}, called aggregate, and noted xI . An aggregate

xI represents a state such that ∀i, j ∈ I, xi = xj, a value noted xI . A vertex can be of one

of the four following natures (or colour indicated in parenthesis as used in the figures):

• if I ⊆ N−, VI is a descending vertex (red);

• if I ⊆ N+, VI is an ascending vertex (blue);

• if I comprises indexes from both N− and N+, VI is a Trade-Off Vertex or TOV (grey);

• if 0 ∈ I or N + 1 ∈ I, VI is a boundary vertex (black).

Partial order constraints — Edges express order constraints between variables, accord-

ing to the convention of so-called Hasse diagrams: edge E (i→ j) points from Vi to Vj if and

only if xi ≥ xj, where xi (resp. xj). The inequality constraints can be consistently carried

over to aggregates provided their index-sets I and J are disjoint, and we will use the obvious

notation xI ≥ xJ . Variables engaged in cyclical inequalities are trivially equal to each other

and thus are assumed to be aggregated, resulting in acyclic diagrams.
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Relations between vertices — Two vertices Vi and Vj connected by E (i→ j) are said

to be conflicting if Vi is descending and Vj is ascending. We say that a vertex Vi aims

for another vertex Vj if: either Vi is descending and points to Vj via an edge E (i→ j);

or the other way round, Vi is ascending and is pointed from Vj via an edge E (j → i),

independently of the colour of Vj. For example, conflicting vertices necessarily aim for

each other. A maximal connected component of the Hasse diagram exclusively comprising

ascending or descending vertices is called a monotone connected components. A vertex

qualified as extremal (in the sense of the monotone connected components) if it only aims

for vertices of different colour. Note that conflicting vertices are not necessarily extremal as

they may point to other vertices of the same nature, and extremal vertices are not necessarily

conflicting as they may point to TOVs or to boundary vertices.

Edge contractions rules — An edge contraction between two vertices VI and VJ consist

of removing E (I → J), and replacing VI and VJ by a unique vertex VK , where K = I ∪ J .

While all vertices that are not affected by the contraction are of constant colour, the colour

of VK is determined consistently with the colours definitions:

• if VI and VJ are ascending, VK is ascending;

• if VI and VJ are descending, VK is descending;

• if VI or VJ is a boundary vertex, VK is a boundary vertex;

• if VI and VJ are different and none of them is a boundary vertex, VK is a TOV;

Resolution tree — We have just introduced all the notions for representing our initial

problem and any state resulting from edge contractions in the form of a 4 colours directed

acyclic graphs, for which we reserve the term Hasse diagrams, or diagrams, noted H with

an index. The stages of the dynamic algorithm described below generate another sort of

graph, which we call the resolution tree. To avoid any confusion between the two sorts of

graphs, the vertices of the resolution tree are called nodes. Each node of the resolution

tree corresponds to a Hasse diagram, and each edge of the resolution tree corresponds to

an operation of edge contraction applied to a Hasse diagram. A branch will only refer to a

branch of the resolution tree. A vertex aiming for several other vertices in H will be called a

junction, whereas a node connected to several downstream nodes in the resolution tree will

be called a branching.
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Re-formulation of the problem — We finally call ΩH the subspace of Ω which verifies

the partial order relations represent by the Hasse diagram H. With this representation, our

main goal can be formulated in the following way:

Let ΩH ⊆ [0, 1]N be the space of all vectors respecting the partial order constraints repre-

sented by H. Determine Par(ΩH), the set of vectors optimal under the Pareto order � on

RN .

Statement of the algorithm

The algorithm starts by setting H0 = H. Steps 1 to 4 described below (and illustrated

in Figure 1) are then recursively applied to all diagrams Hn,t, t = 1, ..., Tn, generated at

depth n until step 2 can no longer be performed, i.e. the diagram in question no longer

contains any ascending or descending vertex (eqivalently, only contains TOVs and boundary

vertices):

1. Perform a transitive reduction of Hn, i.e. remove any direct edge E(u → v) if there

exists a longer path from Vu to Vv on Hn.

2. Select an extremal vertex Vi.

3. Consider the vertices Vk, k = 1, ..., K which Vi aims for. There is always at least one

such vertex, in limiting cases provided by boundary vertices. Define the diagrams

Hn,k, k = 1, ..., K by respectively contracting the edge connecting Vi and Vk according

to the colouring rules defined in section .

At the end of this branching process, we are left with a collection of terminal graphs

Ht, t = 1, ..., T , and we posit that the solution of the initial problem is:

Par(ΩH) =
T⋃
t=1

ΩHt .

Proof of the algorithm

Our proof of the algorithm described above proceeds in three steps:
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I1 I2

I*

I1

I2I*

I2

I1I*

V

U

U U

Figure 1: Graphical illustration of the key steps in our algorithm: Right: selection of an ascending

connected component V and identification of an extremal vertex VI∗ . Left: Aggregation of VI∗ with

two conflicting vertices VI1 and VI2 , yielding a branching of the resolution tree into two diagrams,

the union of which solutions results in the Pareto front of the parent diagram. Color code: filled

blue circle: ascending vertex, filled red circle: descending vertex, filled grey circle: TOV.

Step 1 We first show that for each iteration of the algorithm, Par(ΩHn) =

Par(
⋃K

k=1 ΩHn,k
).

Step 2 Next we show that Par(
⋃K

k=1 ΩHn,k
) =

⋃K
k=1 Par(ΩHn,k

).

Step 3 Finally we show that the terminal graphs satisfy Par(ΩHt) = ΩHt .

For brevity’s sake we treat only the case of an ascending connected component, the

demonstration being easily adapted for a descending connected component.
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Step 1

Consider an ascending subgraph V in Hn and a maximal vertex V (xI∗) ∈ V . There are

two possibilities:

1. The vertex VN+1 representing the upper bound is directly connected to VI∗ . In this

case VN+1 is the unique vertex pointing to VI∗ : if there would be another vertex V

pointing to VI∗ , there would exist a chain of vertices pointing from VN+1 to V , as VN+1

is the global upper bound, which would contradict the fact that we have taken the

transitive reduction of the diagram.

2. One or more vertices VIk , k = 1, ..., K point to V (xI∗), none of which has constant

value.

We then define the sets

ω (I∗|Ik) =
{
x ∈ RN such that xI∗ = xIk

}
.

A necessary condition for x ∈ Par(ΩHn) is x ∈
⋃K

k=1 ω (I∗|Ik). Suppose otherwise that

∀k : xI∗ < xIk (or in the case 1 above xI∗ < x0). Then there exists ε > 0 such that for all

k : x
I∗

+ ε < xIk . If we denote by εI∗ ∈ RN the vector with coordinates xj = ε for j ∈ I∗
and otherwise 0, we have for all x + εI∗ ∈ ΩHn and x + εI∗ � x as by assumption I∗ ⊆ N+.

This contradicts x ∈ Par(ΩHn).

As by definition, ΩHn ∩ ω (I∗|Ik) = ΩHn,k
, we can use Proposition 4 and have that

Par(ΩHn) = Par(ΩHn ∩
⋃K

k=1 ω (I∗|Ik)) = Par(
⋃K

k=1 ΩHn,k
).

Step 2

We only have to show that Par(
⋃K

k=1 ΩHn,k
) ⊃

⋃K
k=1 Par(ΩHn,k

), the inclusion in the

other direction directly following from Proposition 2. We only discuss the case k ≥ 2 as the

result is trivial otherwise (in particular in case 1 of the first step).
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Consider two distinct indices from the set {1, .., K} , which we can take to be 1 and 2

without loss of generality. Consider x ∈ ΩHn,1 and suppose there exists y ∈ ΩHn,2 such that

y � x. Then by virtue of VI∗ being an ascending vertex and by definition of the Pareto

order:

yI∗ ≥ xI∗ (4)

Next, as VI∗ was maximal within its ascending subgraph, any vertex pointing to it must

contain at least one descending variable, from which follows that

xI1 ≥ yI1 . (5)

Indeed, the latter inequality is trivially true if all i ∈ I1 label descending variables, i.e.

I1 ⊆ N−. If not, we can choose an i+ ∈ I1 ∩ N+ and i− ∈ I1 ∩ N− for which the statement

y � x implies both yi+ ≥ xi+ and xi− ≥ yi− and hence, together with xi+ = xi− and yi+ = yi−

by definition of the aggregates, we obtain the equality xI1 = yI1 .

We also have x ∈ ΩHn,1 ⊆ ω (I∗|I1) =
{
z ∈ RN such that zI∗ = zI1

}
implying:

xI∗ = xI1 . (6)

Finally, y ∈ ΩHn,2 ⊆ ΩHn and in Hn, vertex VI1 points to VI∗ by hypothesis, which implies:

yI1 ≥ yI∗ . (7)

Examining the above relations in the order (5-7-4-6), we see that all the variables at play

must be equal, in particular yI1 = yI∗ . Then y ∈ ω (I∗|I1) and consequently y ∈ ΩHn,1 . To

summarize, we have just demonstrated:

∀j ∈ {1, ..., K} ,∀x ∈ ΩHn,j
: (y ∈

K⋃
k=1

ΩHn,k
and y � x)⇒ (y ∈ ΩHn,j

). (8)

Now, if we take in particular x ∈ Par(ΩHn,j
) in relation (8), relation (2) implies that y = x

by maximality of x in ΩHn,j
. This gives:

∀j ∈ {1, ..., K} , ∀x ∈ Par(ΩHj
),∀y ∈

K⋃
k=1

ΩHk
: (y � x⇒ y = x). (9)

Applying this time relation (2) in the backward direction demonstrates the announced result:

∀j ∈ {1, ..., K} : Par(ΩHn,j
) ⊆ Par(

K⋃
k=1

ΩHn,k
). (10)
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Step 3

By construction a terminal graph Ht contains only boundary vertices and TOVs. Now

consider x, y ∈ ΩHt , y � x, and consider a vertex VI in Ht. If VI is a boundary vertex, then

the variables in I are already at their optimum bounds, and xI = yI . Otherwise, VI is a

TOV and as in Step 2 above we can choose an i+ ∈ I ∩ N+ and i− ∈ I ∩ N− for which the

statement y � x implies both yi+ ≥ xi+ and xi− ≥ yi− and hence xI = yI . As the aggregates

form a partition of the initial index set N , the above immediately implies x = y, and hence,

by relation (2), x ∈ Par(ΩHt). As this is true for any x ∈ ΩHt , we have demonstrated our

result: ΩHt = Par(ΩHt).

Example

In order to illustrate the working of the algorithm presented here we have implemented

it in MathematicaTM 9, using the built-in graph primitives [10]. The program generates

random DAGs with a specified number of internal nodes, randomly chosen to be ascending

or descending, using the layer method and then applies the algorithm. In Figure 2 we show

an example of a typical input graph, and the output of the algorithm, in this case the union

of three terminal graphs. Due to spatial limitations we cannot display the intermediate steps

the algorithm makes to produce the final result.

COMPLEXITY AND IMPROVED ALGORITHMS

We discuss here the complexity of different approaches and propose two further improve-

ments of our algorithm. Complexity will be discussed relative to the number of variables

N , and to the complexity of the Pareto front, as quantified by its number of faces NP . A

face is defined as a maximal convex subset of the Pareto front, which itself is a subset of the

convex polytope ΩH. Note that the number of faces of the Pareto front can be exponential

in the number of variables, and that faces do not necessarily all have the same dimension.

The first improvement consist of introducing an additional contraction rule with forbidden

steps, leading to a complexity linear in the number of dimensions of the inital problem,

relatively to the size to Pareto front. This lead to resolution tree size O(N.NP ), where the

depth and the number of leaves of the tree respectively equal N and NP .
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{0,4,9}

{2,10}
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Figure 2: Top: A random DAG with N = 24 internal vertices, randomly chosen to be either

ascending or descending. Bottom: The resulting Pareto optimal set obtained from our algorithm,

consisting of the union of the set parameterized by three distinct terminal graphs. Colour code as

in Figure 1, in addition, black circles represent boundary values.
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The second improvement consist of a combinatorial description of the Pareto front from

the set of solutions of specific components of the diagram. For this we will introduce the

interface I, which comprises all the conflicting vertices of the initial diagram. For each

resolution of I, the solutions of the monotone connected components can be computed in-

dependently, then assembled combinatorially. Parameterization by the different resolutions

I can exponentially reduce the computing time and the size of the description of the full

solution. In particular for series-parallel partial orders, the resolution of I is unique. Under

the additional assumption that the size of monotone (or monochromatic) connected compo-

nents is bounded, one obtains a resolution and a description of the Pareto front in O(N),

eventhough the Pareto front may comprise an exponential number of faces.

Comparison of the complexity of different algorithms

An exhaustive seach of the Pareto front would be to consider the 2N corners of the {0, 1}N

hypercube, check for each whether the coordinates of the coresponding N-dimensional vector

respect the partial order conditions (test up to N(N − 1)/2 conditions), assess the Pareto

optimality of each admissible corner relative the other admissible corners (O(N2
a ), where Na

is the potentially exponential number of admissible corners), and finally examine the Pareto

optimality of all possible interpolations(O(2Np)) between the Np Pareto optimal admissible

corners. Given that Na and Np can both scale like 2N , the complexity of this process can

reach O(22N ).

The edge contraction algorithm as it is described so far provides several benefits com-

pared to the exhaustive search. First, contraction operations on the Hasse diagram ensure

to only explore solutions which are consistent with the partial order constraints.The com-

plexity of the program can then be taken as examining the validity of subsets of contracted

edges (O(2N2
), as the number of edges is O(N2)), then checking the resulting admissible

subspacesfor their relative Pareto optimality (O(22N2
)). Second, the restriction of contrac-

tions to vertices which are maximum within monotone connected components ensures that

the final result of each contraction process is indeed Pareto optimal. Finally, each terminal

diagram provides a full parametrization of a face of the Pareto front, the union of all which

covers the full Pareto front, without requiring to assess Pareto optimality a second time

within the set of potential solutions as Propositions 6and 5 would suggest in the general
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case. The worst case complexity of the resolution tree is bounded by the a case where all

possible subsets of edges have to be contracted and the number of edges is maximum, the

first chosen vertex is in conflict with the N−1 other vertices, the second with N−2 vertices

remaining after contraction, and so on, thus resulting in a complexity of O(N !).

However, the version of the algorithm described so far has potential sources of increased

complexity: (i) duplicated diagrams representing the exact same parameterization of a face

of the Pareto front; (ii) diagrams Hi which aggregates the initial variables into a sub-

partition of another diagram Hj, so that the space of the Pareto front parameterized by Hi

is only a subspace of the space parameterized by Hj. Case (i) happens in particular when

an extremal vertex conflicts with two or more other vertices, because the two corresponding

contractions occur in a certain order along a resolution branch, and in another order along

another branch. Case (ii) happens in particular when a vertex V0 aims to a TOV V1 and

a conflicting vertex V2: along a first resolution branch, V0 aggregates with V1, then V2

aggregates with the resulting TOV, whereas along a second branch, V0 aggregates with V2,

resulting in two distinct TOVs. Consequently, the parameterization given by two distinct

TOVs in the second branch includes the solution obtained in the first.

A way to fix the redundancies due to case (i) would be to store known nodes of the reso-

lution tree in a hash table, using a so-called memoization strategy [9]. We propose instead

an improved version of the contraction rules, which ensures that every terminal diagram

represents a distinct face of the Pareto front and which also removes sub-representations

of the Pareto front due to case (ii). The resulting algorithm has a complexity of O(NP .N)

where NP is the complexity of the Pareto front and N the number of variables.

Improved algorithm

We define frozen edges as edges which cannot be contracted. Furthermore, we impose

this property to be inherited downstream of the resolution tree, i.e. a frozen edge remains

frozen after contraction of other edges. Otherwise, an edge is qualified as free. The

improved version of the algorithm consists of modifying step 3 of the original algorithm as

follows:

Modified contraction rule : If possible, contract extremal vertices Vi which aim for
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other vertices via a single free edge. Otherwise: (i) contract in priority Vi with conflicting

vertices, then with TOVs, and, (ii) for each k = 2, ..., K, the edges contracted to obtain

Hn,i, i = 1, ..., k − 1, are frozen in Hn,k.

As shown below, these modifications ensure that the terminal diagramsHN,t, t = 1, ..., NP

describe all distinct faces of the Pareto front. Note that the total size of the resolution tree

can be further minimized by treating in priority junctions comprising as few as possible al-

ternatives, which generalizes the priority treament of single free edge contractions. However

this changes neither the depth of the tree N , nor its number of leaves NP .

Proof of the improved algorithm

An elementary point is that the algorithm can be consistently run until the leaf of each

branch is reached. A potential issue would indeed be that the creation of a frozen edge leads

to the existence of an extremal vertex not connected to any free edge. However, this never

happens due to the priority contraction of single free edges, which implies that frozen edges

are generated only at stages when every extremal vertex is connected to two or more free

edges.

As the treatment of single free edge contractions does not differ from the rules of the

initial algorithm, we set ourselves at a branching of the resolution tree corresponding to

k ≥ 2 alternative contractions of an extremal vertex V0 aiming to V1, ..., Vk, where the j first

Vi conflict with V0, and the remaining Vi are TOVs, where 0 ≤ j ≤ k.

We show first that the edge freezing rules leads to all admissible (in the sense of other

rules) and distinct partitions of the initial variables. Consider the first contraction of

E (0→ 1). The resulting graph Hn,1 induces all admissible partitions such that x0 and

x1 are in the same set. Consider then the contraction of E (0→ 2), where E (0→ 1) is

frozen according to the modified algorithm. The resulting branch Hn,2 induces all parti-

tions such that x0 and x2 are in the same set but x1 is not. For each i-th iteration of this

process, the sub-tree stemming from Hn,i induces partitions such that x0 and xi are in the

same aggregate but x1, ..., xi−1 are not. Therefore, throughout the different branches, the

contractions with V0 enumerate without redundance all the accessible subsets of {x0, ..., xk}

containing x0.
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We now want to show that the face parameterized by every terminal diagram is embedded

in a stricly different direction of the euclidian space, thus parameterizes a distinct face of the

Pareto front. For this, we have to show that none of the partitions is included in another.

This is obtained thanks to the prioritization of conflicting vertices contractions: when V0

aggregates with a TOV Vl, l > j, any edge E(0 → i), i ≤ j, joining V0 to a conflicting Vi

is frozen in Hn,l. Consequently, at this stage, none of the conflicting Vi can be aggregated

to the TOV resulting from the contraction of E(0 → l). This implies that two conflicting

vertices susceptible to form a TOV cannot both aggregate to another TOV, at any stage

of the process. Therefore, a TOV can only contain a single pair of conflicting variables,

whereas at least two such pairs would be necessary to form a sub-partition of the aggregate.

Graph interface and parameterized computation of the Pareto front

We define the interface I of the initial problem H0 as the set of all conflicting vertices. I

contains all extremal vertices ofH0 which do not directly aim for the maximum or minumum

bound. While I can be composed of several connected components, a monotone connected

component ofH0 may intersect several connected components of I. We callHu the diagrams

obtained by aggregating first all the extremal vertices of H0 in I. As all conflicting vertices

have been aggregated into TOVs at this point, the algorithm only results in aggregation

of extremal vertices with existing TOVs. In this sense, the remaining monotone connected

components of each Hu are isolated from each other by TOVs.

Now call Cu,v, v = 1, .., Vu the montone connected components of Hu taken together with

the TOVs they aim for. Each Cu,v can be solved separately, leading to its own set of leaves

Cwu,v, w = 1, ...,Wu,v. The parametrizations of the different parts of the Pareto front of Hu

can be obtained by concatenating all possible combinations of the w indexes of the Cwu,v. Here

the concatenation ⊕ between diagrams is defined as the merging of vertices which represent

aggregated variable sets with a non-empty intersection. With these notations, we have:

Par(H) =
U⋃

u=1

Par(Hu) (11)

with for every u:

Par(Hu) =
⋃

(w1,...,wv)∈W ?

(
Cw1
u,1 ⊕ ...⊕ Cwv

u,v

)
(12)
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where W ? = {1, ...,Wu,1} × ...× {1, ...,Wu,v}.

Such a combinatorial representation of the Pareto front can be exponentially smaller

than the number of faces of the Pareto front itself. In particular when the size of the Cu,v is

bounded, the number of terms of the concatenation representing Par(Hu) increases linearly,

while they represent an exponentially increasing number of faces of the Pareto front.

In the case of series-parallel H, we have U = 1. This is due to series-parallel graphs being

characterized by the absence of fence subgraph (“N” shaped motif). This property implies

that there cannot be conflicting vertices which each participate to a junction. In other words,

at least one of the two has no other alternative than contracting with its conflicting vertex,

leading to the absence of branching process during the resolution of the interface of the

Hasse diagram. Under the additional condition that monochromatic connected components

have bounded size, all C1,v have a bounded size, and the complexity of the resolution of these

sub-diagrams is bounded. Thus the Pareto front of the full problem admits a representation

which computation time grows linearly with the number of C1,v, which itself increases at

much linearly with the number of initial variables.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have described and demonstrated an algorithm which allows to find an exact param-

eterization of the Pareto front of any polytope defined by partial order relations within the

hypercube [0, 1]N , given an ideal point located at a corner of this hypercube. The solution

is obtained in a linear number of steps with the number of parameters N , relative to the

number NP of faces of the Pareto front.

This result is obtained by establishing a mapping between Hasse diagrams and polytopes,

where a colouring of the graph encodes the location of the ideal point. More explicitly, ver-

tices represent sets of aggregated variables, edges correspond to ordering relations, and

colours correspond to the optimization objectives associated with the variables. Following

a dynamic programming approach in the space of coloured graphs, the initial polytope is

successively projected onto smaller dimension spaces, corresponding to edge contractions

in its diagram representation. The Pareto front ultimately consists of the union of spaces

corresponding to each terminal Hasse diagram obtained after N contractions. A major ad-

vantage of this approach is that assembling the solution from the decomposed sub-problems
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is a direct operation, which does not require any further Pareto computation than taking a

union of sets.

We have furthermore introduced a parmeterized complexity approach, by introducing a

specific subgraph, which we call the interface and which corresponds to the smallest set

containing all the potential trade-offs. The edge contraction algorithm can be applied to

this subgraph before all other vertices, until all conflicting parameters have been aggregated.

This partial computation is sufficient to determine the dimension of the Pareto front. In

particular, given that it is necessary to combine at least two nodes with conflicting objectives

to generate a trade-off, the dimension of the Pareto front will be lower than NI/2, where

NI ≤ N is the number of vertices in the interface. As soon as the interface is resolved, the

diagram has a specific structure, where some coloured connected components are isolated

from others. Due to this property, given a resolution of the interface, the Pareto front can

be represented combinatorially from the solutions of the connected components which share

a single objective. For series-parallel partial orders, the interface has a unique resolution.

When, additionally, coloured connected components are of bounded size, the Pareto front,

though of exponential complexity, can be computed and represented in O(N).

The propositions of the section 2 of the article are generic and can be applied to reduce

multi-objective optimization problems and re-assemble the Pareto front, similarly to other

exact approaches to the Pareto set [6]. Specifically, the maximality property expressed in

Proposition 3 and Proposition 4 shows how to decrease the search space while conserving

the Pareto set, and Proposition 6 can then be used to break up the problem recursively into

smaller subproblems.

In the context of the optimization of multi-input monotone systems, it would be important

to investigate generalization of the algorithm developed here to linear inequality constraints

or to ideal points other than corners of the search space.
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